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Specializing in Bone Dry Riesling
& Cool Climate Pinot Noir

Forge Cellars is a vision conceived by three friends and partners with a goal to 
create wines that give voice to the unique landscape of the Finger Lakes.  We strive 
to grow grapes and handcraft wines of interest and value that perfectly balance 
minerality, aromatics and fruit to reflect our exceptional Finger Lakes terroir. Our 
choices in the cellar guard the purity of our vineyards.  Simply put, we make wine 
in the traditional, handcrafted manner. We harvest by hand.  We sort by hand.  We 
load the grapes into the press by hand.  We shovel the vats out by hand. We employ 
spontaneous fermentation and ferment in very tiny lots, so that we truly understand 
the expression of the vineyard each year. 

the partners
 Louis Barruol - Winemaker/Visionary 
 *Louis is also the 14th generation winemaker at Château de Saint Cosme - the most ancient estate in the Gigondas region of France.

 Richard Rainey - Vineyards, General Manager 

 Justin Boyette - Winemaker

about forge
 - After exploring several countries with the purpose of finding the perfect place for a new winemaking endeavor,  
 Louis determined that the Finger Lakes had the greatest promise. In 2008, he partnered with Richard and Justin, and  
 together they established Forge Cellars.

 - 2011 was our first vintage.

 - In 2016, we planted a 3-acre vineyard of Riesling and Pinot Noir on the east side of Seneca Lake, and built an  
 adjacent production facility.

 - Our focus is on the east side of Seneca Lake, the deepest (620ft) of the eleven Finger Lakes. We look for premier  
 sites with considerable slope and an abundance of different clones and soils.

 - We work with many different growers, which allows us the ability to explore the mosaic of soils in the region, and  
 engage with the philosophies and styles of different growers.

 - 3,500 cases produced in 2015.

about the finger lakes
 - The eleven Finger Lakes were created by receding glaciers.

 - The vast majority of plantings are concentrated around Canandaigua, Keuka, Seneca and Cayuga Lakes.

 - The Finger Lakes has approximately 5,000ha. under vine.

 - The region is 4.5 hours from Toronto, Philadelphia, and New York City.

 - Winemaking in the region dates back to 1829, and contains the first bonded winery in the United States (1860).

 - Soils are grey and black shale, mudstone, siltstone, and limestone.

 - The Finger Lakes is a very typical “cool-climate” region with big temperature fluctuations, cool nights and severe  
 weather potential.


